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Manufacturing and installation processes
for hybrid structures (case study: seating
structures) to enable the industrial
application.
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Fire Protection

Advanced Green PUR

Flame retardants are a key element for

Polyurethane (PUR) is a key material in
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New PUR formulation building on CS1
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Advanced recycling process for PUR and
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carbon sources, in order to achieve better

cushions of aircraft seats. Where the

availability and lower ﬂuctuations in price
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wrong ﬂame retardant is used, this

due to independence from politics and
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material burns with an immense smoke

from the new development of natural
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production inhibiting visibility and placing

mineral deposits. Furthermore, they have

according to the design of the “Hybrid

all passengers in danger of intoxication.

the possibility to become carbon dioxide

Aircraft Seating Design (HAIRD)“ project.

neutral in an all-renewable-energy-based
economy and therefore do not contribute

Recycling of biobased polyurethanes and their ﬂame retardant.
additives
e.g. ﬂame retardant
UV stabilizer
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